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0. INTRODUCTION
A’ g
0,1. Finite-action solutions of the Yang-Mills field equations,
‘Ag + glg (0.3)
0 F = 0, F = I A - I A + [A A ], with g + 0. thenp pv pv p v p p’ v (0.1)
F’ = g1F g
have been the object 0-F intense investigation by both mathematicians and physicists since p
the first solution was found by Belevin, Polyekov, Schwartz, Tyupkin (197F). In physics and S(A’) 5(A). Thse are gauge transformations, and the rule (0.3) can be interpreted
as saying that A is a connection form in some principal 6-bunola. F is the curvaturesoon solutIons are crItical points for the action of a gauge field, and so their presence P
may have a contrIbution to Feynman path integrals over such fields. Mathematically, the
form of this connection.
field equations (0.1) rs a system of non-linear partial differential equations, and it ± Varying A we obtain the field equations
relsoively rarely that such equations can be solved explicitly. A study of the method of = F + [A F ] 0. (0.4)
6A (x) p “ 1IV u uv
solution may throw some light on the theory of non—linear equations in general.
If we define an operator
This Ccrrrnunlcetlon is intended as an introduction to some of the branches of
0 = I + [A •] (0.5)
differentIal geometry and global analysis which have recently been applied to the study of
then (0.4) may be written
tns Yang-MIlls equations. We shall not cover any of the physical background. Interested
D F ‘0.
readsrs snojld consult the survey article of Coleman (1978).
Aftsr th orlinal lectures were given much more progress was made, including the (0.5) is the covenant derivative defined by A , and F satisfies Bianchi’s identityp pv -
transcription by Atiyh g Ward (1977) of the self-dual solutions into algebraic bundles, C (‘F) = 0 (0.6)
end the construction of these solutions (Atiyah, Hitchin, Drinfeld, Manin, 1978) using
where
results of Horrocks (10t4) end Barth S Hulek (1978). An extra chapter (Chapter 5) which
(‘F) = e F0
briefly describes these results has therefore been added.
py PG
As this Corrminication is intended to be introductory, the more elementary theory
It follows that, if F = ‘F, then the field equations (0.4) are an automatic conse
is described in some detail, with advanced results only sketched, or given as references.
quence of Bianchi’s identity. These fields are called self—dual and are the principal
The reader is encouraged to consult the various texts cited for further information,
objects of our interest.
0.2. Let be tne Lie algebra of a compact Lie group 0. A Yang-Mills potential 0.3, At this point we should mention that we are considering the Yang-Mills equations in
(idng S Mills, 1954) 13 a smooth 4-vector of 9 -valued fields A (x) on P4. The
Euclidean rather than Minkowski space, because in Euclidoan space they are rather more
Li
associated action 5(A) iS given by regular (elliptic instead of hyperbolic, at least in a suitable gauge). In this setting
5(4) f Tx-CF F0’1] d4x they may be relevant to the analytic continuation of the Green’s functions of the field0’)P psi theory to the Euclidoan region. Also, in order to ovoid growth conditions at infInity to
where for simplicity we suppose 0 is a rs,tnix group. Here make 5(4) convergent, we shall work on the conformal compactification S4 of P. As the
F = I A -I A ÷[A,A] (0.2)psi p equations (0.5) are conformally invariant, any solution of iO.6) on 4 gives a solution on
are the field strengths. If we replace A by A’ , where with S(A) < . It is not known if the converse is true.
p
3Ca S4. global topological properties come into play. There are non—trivial
principal bundles over 4, and if we assume for simplicity that C = SU(2), these are
classified oy the integers . The integer corrsspondin with a given bundle may be
determined from the Yang-fills field:
K = ——- fTr[F (F)UvJ d4x.
2 11. i_tvibm tv
K nay be interpreted as the Chern class of the vector bundle associated to the standard
representation of SU(2) on See the text and the appendix for details. Care should
be tecan over nontalizetions, since various other numerical factors appear in the litera
ture, in front of tao integral, depending on how F is related to its coordinate invariant
defin;ion F.
For any connection A one always has
13(A) 3 3m2 ti,
and equality holds (for a ‘ 0) if and only if F = *F. Thus the self—dual solutions
represent the absolute minimum of 6(A) over all connections which may be defined in a fixed
principal bundle (in physical terminology, oil Yang-fills potentials with a given topologi
cal coarge).
The oclution of belavin etel. (1976) ned charge K = 1. and ‘t Hooft (unpublished)
generalized tneir cc-struction to obtain self-dual solutions for all K I for SU(2).
For charge a he found u 5k-parameter family which could not be obtained from each other by
gauge transfonnations of tne form (0.31 (Wa cell, those guuge-inaquivalent). Jactiw, kohl,
RCbui (19771 used conforel invariance to extend this to a 5k + 4 parameter family for
K 2 3 (5 for K = 1, 13 for K = 2), ano it was natural to ask if this represented the largest
possible family of inoquivalent solutions.
This question wvs studied by linearizing the equations F = ‘F around a known
sciutior. If the general connection A is written A + a , with A the known solution,Ii 11 U U
tnen A nas self-dual curvature if and only if
(ft a - 1) a + [a , 0 ]) 0,p v — (0.7)
(f = [f fPO]
1_tv - v .
is the anti—self-dual part of a 2-font f
1_v
If the gauge is fixed covariantly by rsquiring
and (0.7) is linearized to give
Da 0,
119
(Da -De) 0,
i_tv vp
(0.5)
(0.9)
then it has been shown by Atiyah. Hitchin 6 Singer (1977a.b), Schwarz (1977). ens Jacriw
6 Rebbi (1977) that the system given by (0.8) and (0.9) is elliptic ano the CnCcx Theorem
gives Bk — 3 as the dimension of the space of solutions.
By using deformation theory techniques of Kuranishi (1965). Attyan eta).
showed that these infinitesimal solutions are tangent to actuol solutions, and that the
space of gauge inequivalent solutions of F = F, for Sb(2) is a smooth manifold of dirce’iD9
Bk - 3. A similar result was established for every simple group under the assunptiun of
irreducibility of the connection (otherwise there are singularities present) (Atiah ft ol.
(l977r_t),Fiernard, Christ, Guth, keinbarg (1977)).
0,14, It can be seen tnat for K = 1,2. 3k - 3 agrees with the number of wncwn solutichC.
5 and 13. but disagrees for k 3. This suggests two questsons: Co the known solcizs
for k = 1,2 account for all solutions for these values of k? how so we find the r.iss:rg
solutions for k 3 3? It became possible to answer these questions when Ati\ah S
(1977) translated the problem into one of algebraic geometry. hertshorne 11975) shwcd
that the known solutions for K = 1 and 2 represented all solutions for this ohora. on to
gauge equivalence. Then Atiyoh cc al. (1978) used results of Horrocks (1964) and forta
6 Hulek (1978) to give an explicit solution for all self-dual Yang—fills potentials in
tents of linear algebra. One conssquence of their result is that any scif-dai oconection
is obtained by taking a suItable embeoding in a trivial bundle end using the connection
induced by the trivial connection.
0.5. The contents of the Communication may be sunmarizod as follows: Chapter 1 ceals
with the elementary notions of a manifold, diffarontial fonts, exterior diffcrentition.
metrics, orientation, duality, and various generalizations. Chapter 2 is a short descrlp—
where
6tion of vector bundles, covenant derivatives, differential operators, and the Index
Theorem. In Chapter 3 we describe the theory of principal bundles, connections, and their
holonorcy grcups. Chapter 4 covers toe deformation theoretical calculations leading to the
dImension 6k — 3 of the space of inequivalant self-dual SU(2) Yang-Mills fields. Chapter
5 summarizes the Atiyah S Ward (1977) transformation, and the explicit construction of
Atiyah etal. (1978).
I would like to thank Professor J. T. Lewis for his advice end encouragement in
roduoing this Comunication. I would also like to thank my colleagues at the Dublin
Institute for Advanced Studies, especially Professor L. ORaifaartaigh, Dr. M. Scheunert
and Dr. D. H. Tchrrjiun, for their interest in my lectures and for many useful conversations
on Yang-Mills theory. I am grateful to Professor P. F. Atiyah and Dr. N. Hitcnin for
e;plaining train be. itiful reoulto to me. The munuscnipt wuc edited by Miss S. R. Wills
and typed by Mrs. S. legume and I am vary grateful to them for the speed and efficiency
with which this was done.
1, DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS ON MANIFOLDS
J A manifold is a topological space consisting of pieces of Euclidean space ‘glued
together by means of differentiable coordinate changes. The formal definition goes as
follows: We say a map f between open subsets of two Euclidean spaces is srmoorh ii all :a
partial derivatives of all orders of all the components of f exist, and are continuous.
Let X be a topological space, and n an integer. An n-dimensional chart on X is a pair
(U, •) consisting of en open subset U of X and a homeomorphism of U onto an open subset
of ]n U is called the domain of the chert (U, ).
Two n—dimensional charts (U, sb), (V. p) on X are said to he cor’rpstb2c if
U n V = 0, or if U n V 0 and m’ : •(U n V) + (U n VI is smooth.
0
(U)
v)
An n-dimensional atlas on X is a collection a. of n-dimensional charts which are
pair’xiss compat±ble, and whore domains cover X. For example, n itself has an atlas
conoisting of U = Pn and • the identity map.
An atlas is maximal if it contains every chart compatible with all of its cnarts.
Every atlas s contoined in a unique maximal atlas. An n-dimensional manifold is a
topological space Y tagotnor with en n-dmonsional maximal atlas on N. Tho atlas is
usually fixed, and one refers to N itself as the manifold, but the same topological space
can have more than one maximal atlas. However, the dimension depends only on the topology.
It is usual to require Y to be Hausdorff as o topological space. Note that, by the
uniquanezo of a ma,i’ d tlos containing a given atlas, it ic sufficient to givo one atlas
on N to give a topolcgcal space N thu structure of a manifold. Thus bcomes on n
rJranstorol mnr-ifold with Luspect to thu muximal atlas containing the chart (P n id)
1.2. slightly lao trivial example of an atlas can be constructed as follows: Denote
by 5n the set of unit coctors in n+1 This is the n-dimensional sphere. If
1 n+1 n+1 n
x = Cx x J € P , then x e S if
0 + I i2
x’x = Lx) = 1.
i=1
Let N donuts tne point (0 0, 1) and S the point (0 0, —1). Put
J = 5°
- (N}, U
- {S},snd define maps
UN +
n
: U P
I n
(x) = Cx xlN 1-x
A picture of is given below:
Clearly UN and U together cover
Sn, whilst and map UN n to tne non-zero vectors
in n Ne have
•5o1(y)
=
, y€P°-{O},
which is smooth. Thus {(UN.N). (U5)} is an n-dimensional atlas on S’.
1.3. Let N be an n-dimensional manifold with atlas a. . If N c N is an open subset, it
inherits an atlas consisting of pairs (U n W,IU n N) for each chart (U,l a a.. ke ca_I
W an open eubmanifold of X when it is given this atlas. The domain of each chart is thus
an open submanifold.
If Y is an m-dimansional manifold with atlas and f : N - is a continuous map.
f is said to be smooth if y f is smoatn, where defined, as a map from on open aub
sot of into for coch (U,) c , (V,) a . f : N + Y is a d:’f’’-u:’;’h:oi if
it is a homeomorphism and both f and fi are smooth.
In particular, taking V = P or P2), a function f on X is smooth if f
is a smooth function on CU) for oach chart (U,) on N. For example, the components
of x € n+l are smooth functions on n+1, and their restrictions to 5n are smc000
functions on
If N is a manifold, C CX) will denoto the space of smooth functions (rel- or
complex-valued according to context). It is an algebra since the result of adcitscn,
multiplication by scalars, or multiplication of smooth functions yields smooth fancticr.s.
If X and V are manifolds witn atlases , of dimenaions n and m, respeczixcl,
the Cartesian product N x V. which consists of pairs (x,y) with x in X, y in 1, can ca given
the structure of a manifold of dimension n + m by taxing the obvious product atlas
, x = ((U x V. x ) (U,f) a , (V,p) € }. This we call tne product mani
fold.
As an example, a Lie group is an abstract group 0 with the structure of a differen
tiable manifold such that the map defined by
g •. g10 g1, g2
from C x C to C is smooth. Thon taking inversos, or translation on tne left or right c
elements of C, will yield diffeomorphisms of C to itself.
1 n
•(x) = 2 Cx x)S n+1I +x
9 10
- V j a
—
Cp (a,b) A
which we write as dxa , end(a)
(dX))A
=
Then, for any smooth function f. we heve the identity
df dx9 or df A f dx(a) i (a) 1’
adopting the convention of the previous section.
We can generalize this as follows: A 1-form b on X
a = (U,4) of a row vector b() of functions on U such that
(b) = (a) 3(a,b)
on U n V for each pair of charts a = (U,), b (V,ip).
b(a) , = 1, ... , n, then
which satisfies Leibnitzs Rule:
for f, g in (l°(X).
There is an important generalization
For each integer p A 0 we have a space
is an alternating covariant p-tensor.
an array of smooth functions
of pairs of its suffices, and such that
X. We can arrange the functions Af on U into a row vector which we denote oy df
The collection (df } is denoted by df, and is called the diffc2’cnti.c of f. The(a)a€
transformation law (1.1) can be written in this notation as
df = df 3(b) (a) (a,b)
The coordinates x1 are themselves functions on U, so have differentials (dx’(a) (a, La)
is the aesigrinent to each chart
Let 6 be a Lie group and X a manifold, then a smooth (left) action of G on X is a
smooth map from 6 x A to X, written
(g,x) + g x , g € C, x
€ X,
such that
= x, g1 (g2 x) = (g1g2) x, for all x X, g1, g2 C.
A rignt action is defined in the ana)ogous fashion.
j,!4, Let X be an n-dimensional manifold with atlas , . Then the components
= 1,..., n, of a point x in n can be considered as functions on n and as such are
smooth. For each chart a (U,) in we define coordinate functions x on U by
= xli
end is smooth on U. If f is a smooth function on X, f is a smooth function on
fU(. We can take its uth partial derivative 3(f •1) end transfer this back to U to
octain a function which we denote by )f = (a(f * 1))
If a (U,), b (V,(i), era two charts on X, then we can apply this to f = on
L n V to obtain tna Jacobian matrix 3)
a — (b) i
(a,b) A A X(a)
The chain rule for derivatives in then implies
(1.1)
for any smooth function f on U n V. In particular, if c = (W,O) is a third chart, we have
3 = 3 .J(a,c) (a,b) (b,c)
on U n V n W, where the operation on the right hand side of this equation is the multipli
cation of matrices of functions.
1,5, Ts nototion in the previous soction has become cumbersome. For the rest of this
Coniruscation, where sonfusion will not arss, the label a = (U,4) will be dropped from
coordinates and darivatices, and explIcit reforsnces to atlases, charts, and so on will be
siolied. When we giie a formula in terms of coordinates, it is to be understood that some
chart has been chosen, and that the expression is relative to the coordinates of this chart.
If the components cf 5(a) °
(a) p
Lb dx(a) p (a)
Thus ths differentials dxU form a basis -For the 1-forms on U.(a)
The functions on X we will also call 0-forms, and donote the vector space of
0 -functions by 12 (X). The space ot 1-forms is denoted by 6 (Xl. and th operation of
taking the differential gives a linear map
d : 12°(X) 4- £2(X)
d(fg) = f dg + g df
of this structure: the erveror calculus.
of p-forms. For 2 an clement b of
That is, to each chart a (U,), we hSve
on U which is alternating under interchange
1.6, Let a = (U,) be a chart on the n-dimsnsional manifold X and f a smooth function on
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for some function f.
The Poincar Lemma allows us to compute HP(Pn). For n has a single neighbour
hood U = and (x) = x/(1 + xI2) whose image is the open unit ball. Thus ZP(Pn) =
for all p > C, and hence HP(Fn) = 0, p > 0. If f is in Ho(Pn) Zo(Pn) then
df = 0. Thus I f = U for all i and hence f is a constant. Thus H°(]R n P ) P In
U
particular, if X is any manifold (of dimension n) and U is an open set diffeomorphic to
and dI= U, 5 c i2’(/), p > 0, then I dy on U for some y c D1(U). In view of the
previous remark that the cohomology groups depend only on the topology, it suffices to have
U honeorrorphic to n to obtain this result.
As a second example let us consider Hl(S0). We have 5n UN u U5, end both UN and
are diffeomorphic to n (see (1.2 for the notation). Let 5 e Zl(Sn). Then there is
a function on U(U5) such that 5
= dfN on UN ( = dfs on U5). Consider what happens
on U n U. If n > 1, n U5 is connected, and we have
-
= dfN - df5 = 5 — 5 = 0.
Thus rh
—
f5 is constant, equal to c say, and then we define
( on UN
f =
on U5
and obtain a smooth function on 5n with df
= 5. Thus 11(50) 0 for n > 1. For n = 1,
H1(S) = P * which will follow from results to be described later.
A further useful operation on forms is the pull—back. If f : X + Y is a smooth
map of manIfolds and 5 is a p-form on Y, there is a p-form f’5 on N called the pull-back of
5 by f. If we take a chart (V,) on Y with coordinates y1’, than y1 ‘ f is a smooth
function on f1(rJ), and on f1(V) f5 is given by
f’S S f d(y1= f)A . .Ad(y f)
UI U1’”’.
U U
5 = 5 dy 1A.. ,A dy
UI Up p
The sats f1(V) cover X as (V,) runs through an atlas on Y. and the formulae (1.4) agree
on overlaps, so giving f’5.
A particular case is given by the inclusion map i : U ‘— X of an open subset. The
pull-back i : cl(X) ÷ &5(U) is the restriction map and i’5 is often written BIU. The
pull-back is compatible with d and A:
d(f’5) f(d() f’(( A y) = (f’5) A (fy).
1.8. A manifold N of dimension n is orenIabZe if it has an atlas such that all the
Jacobian matrices J • a, b in Q2 have positive determinant. An oricntatz’or: of X is a
a,b
maximal such atlas. It can be shown X is orientable if it has an n-form a which variahes
nowhere (that is, for all charts a = (U,4), x in U. and p1 u. 01.
If a is such a form we define as all charts a with
. n(X) > 0 for all x in U.
A given connected manifold X either has no orientation or two orientations. Wa shall
consider only orientabla manifolds, and for such manifolds we shall choose and fix an
orientation. Than the manifold is said to be orse,sted.
written
If X is oriented and paracompact we can define the integral over X of n-forms a,
fx
as follows: If a has compact support contained in the domain of a chart a = (U,) in 3Z
then we set
(a) -1 1 n 1 n
= n
] (x x 1 dx ... dx
•CU
For more general compactly supported forms we use a partition of unity with supports con
tained in coordinate patches. Details may ha found in Kobayashi and Nomizu (19633.
If X is compact and oriented we may integrate any n-form. If 5 is an n-i form
then d( is an n-form and
f d( 0.
x
Thus the Poincar Lermna generalizes to p-forms the familiar result that
a s =a s
U1 AU
if
(1.4) This means that the map
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It is easy to see that This operation is neither a Lie bracket, nor an exterior multiplication, but is an exerple
5 = (1)flPfl .d= 52 = of a graded Lie bracket.
Then We can extend d to V-valued forms by setting
A = dA + Ad d( 51t) = tdBi)t.
acting on c?(XJ is called tne Laplacian on p—fornss, and a solution of Then, in the case V =
A 5
2 (5,>
= (1)pq
<y,S> d<5,T> = <dS,y> + (_1)P Sdy> ,
1s a harmonic o—form. Clearly A = Id • A) so is positive and self—adjoint. Further, (1.5)
= o mpies
(l)Pr<S 5>> + (1)rq <5, < + (_1)qP, <5,B> =
C = (A5,5) = (dS, df3) + (55, 55), where A is in r(X) 0 . The last equation above is the graded Jacobi identity.
and hence An example of a 93 -valued form occurs if is the Lie algebra of the Lie group
dA = C = 85, C; then a g1dg is a 93 -valued 1-form on C called the Naurer-Cartan form. It satisfies
If e(. P(1) denotes the space of harmonic p-forms on X (it depends, of course, on the choice da + > 0.
of metric) tnen ,‘(/) c Z°(X).
Theorem (hodge). 0(XJ = dC 1(X)) + (X) + A(C 1(X)) is an orthogonal direct sum.
Z(X) = E3(X) P1y) and hence H(X) (X) for all p 5 0.
Since we alruady know Hl(Sn) = 0, we deduce there are no harmonic 1-forms on
n > 1.
1.10. The notion of forms on a manifold X can be extended to include vector—vaZued forms.
If V is a vector-space with a basis t, i = 1 N, then a form with values in V
consists of a lInear cznzlnation S = 8’t where each 1 is itself just an ordinary
for-n on X. If V hun some extra structure, for example a metric or a Lie algebra bracket,
N.
this structure can be extended to the V-valued forms, A V—valued form 5 S’t is a
i=1
p-form if is in CmJ(X) for all i. Let i2(X) 0 V denote the space of V—valued p-forms.
Suppose V 93 in a Lb algobre, tnen we can define en operation
Q(XJ 0 x 093 + P÷() 093
extending simultaneously the exterior multiplication of forms and the Lie bracket of 93
If S
=
is in m 93 and is in 0(x) o 93 we define
N N
<, y> = A [ti. t]
i=lj =1
19 20
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2. VECTOR BuNDLEs
2.1. Let X be a smooth manifold. A real vector bundle of rank r over X is a smooth
nanifold I wIth a smooth map e E + X ouch that each fobre E = m1(x), x e X, is a vector
5CCC of dimension r, and every point of X has a neighbourhood U with a diffeomorphism
- U x ]l’ such that
(i) =
(ii) E ÷ is linear for each x in U.
hers : U x r
— U denotes the projection on the first
An elersentarj example is E = X x r with m
=
m.
bundles can he pulled boruk: If f X ÷ Y is a smooth map
can defide f’E over X zucn that (f’E) = I . Details
x f(x)
Two bundles (E,m), (F,r) over X are isomorpndo if
I - F such tnat
A
factor.
This is the product bundle.
end I a vector bundle over Y, we
are left to the reader.
there is a diffeomarphism
(I) t =
(ii) -e F is linear for all x in X.
y x x
bundle Is said to be trLval if it is isomorphic to the product bundle.
All the above makos sense over IL, and we obtain the notion of complex vector
zundles.
A secodon 5 of a vector bundle (E,m) over X is a smooth map 5 X - E with
5 = id1:
Sections may be added, multiplied by scalars and pointwise by smooth functions. We
11 denote the vector-space of sections of I.
:- U c X is en open subset, and (E.m) a vector bundle over X, the part m1U lying
over U gives a vector bundle CEIU,ir) called the rastrtctoon of I to U. Thus every pcins
of X has a neighbourhood U with IIU trivial. If HU ÷ U x
r is an isorsorphism
with the product bundle, and e a is the standard basis of
r
we obtain secticos1 r
of EjU by
sCx) 1( e) i 1 r
Then (s Cx) s Cx)) forms a basis for I for each x in U. We call this a lcxmzl1 r x
frame for E Conversely giving sections s U -e 1 i 1 r with
5rtX a basis for I for each x in U, determinos in a unique way an isomorphism of EU
with U x r If we have a second local frame Ct t I on en open set V, toen we
r
nece sar_ly have
t() 1ij e(x) x e U t V
g:UnV + GL(P. r)
a smooth -Function.
Let (E,m) be a vector bundle over X, {U) en open covering of X such that an aeon
U there is a local frame (5 then on U n U we have1 r a
a
i1
(g9)..
with
g U n U GL(P, r). 12.0)
a
Also
on their common domains. Convorsely, given a covering CU } of X and maps g - us in 12.0)
0
satisfying (2.3) and (2.4), it is possible to construct a vector bundle (E.m) over X having
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local francs (s...., sa) on U satisFying (2.1) on U n U. E is unique up to isomor—
phism. The maps gg are called the transition functions of E.
2.2. As a partIcular example, the covering of X by charts together with the Jacobian
matrices of coordinate changes of (1.4 gives rise to a vector bundle T’X, the cotangent
bundle of X (there is also a tangent bundle TX obtained from J , but it does not(a,b)
concern us here). Then ))1(X) I’T’X. Further, h(X) rAPT*X for a vector bundle APT*X
whose fibre at x is the p-th exterior power A(TX).
The tensor prod icts E m F of vector bundles (E,m), (F,o) over X may be defined by
neans of the Kronecker product of their transition functions. Thers is a canonical
identificatIon of (E 0 F) with E 0 F. We shall denote r(ATXm E) by h(X,E) (and FE
by c°(x,i for consistency). An element of cl(x,E) may be identified with an assignment
of an array of sections of EIU for each coordinate chart a (U,) on X
such that if b = (V,i) is a second chart the transformation law (1.2) holds. The proof
that these definitions are equivalent is loft as an exercise far the reader. Using this
Identification there is an operation
)2(X) x ç1(,g) -
.hicn generalizes the exterior multiplication. Elements of h(X,E) are callad E-valued
p-”orms.
Ws would like to define an operstion on E-valued p—fonts with properties similar to
thcse of the ordinary exterior derivative. A covariant derivative D in E is a linear map
D )2°(X,E)
-
such that
D(fs) = f Ds + df A s,
for all f in h°(X), a in D°(X,E). There is a unique extension
0 b0(X,t)
-
such tnst
A y) = dE A y + (_1)P A Dy
On a chart we can write
dx1A. . .Adx A
Thus
D(Ds) F s
A
whore F is in (22X, End E). End E is the vector bundle ovar X whose fibre at x is the
space End(E) of linear maps of E to itself. hence 2 D only if F 0. F is called
the curvature of 0, and if F D the covariant derivative is said to be fct.
A metric in E is an inner product (,‘) in each fibre E . (Hernmitian if E is
x x
complex) such that, if s, t are smooth sections of E, then (s(x), t(x)) defines a smooth
x
function (s,t)(x) on X. If X is Riemennian and oriented then
<5 t) f Cs. t) p
X
makes the space FE of compactly supported smooth sections into a pre-Hilbert space. Fore
generally, AT’X S E has a metric derived from the Riemannian metric on T’X together with
the metric on E, and so by integration the compactly supported b-valued p-farms. 0CX; El.
become a pre-hilbert space.
2.3. Let (E,mr),(F,cm) be vector bundles aver X and P FE -‘- (‘F a linear map. We say P
is a differential operator (of order m) from E to F if
(Ps)(x)
.1 s(x) 1af Cx) t Cx), x e Uijcn j i
s(x) = f4(x) Sj(X)
Cs s I is a local frame for E, Ct t I a local frame far F,s (a a1 N I F ) n
(n dim X). is an n-tuple of non-negative integers. at 10 (i)
with in £2°(U,E) and than
= 11P dx1A. . .Adx A D(g )
UI Up 1 P
We can compute D(Dfs) for any section s and smooth function f. Then
0D(Dfs) D(fDs + df A s) f D(Ds) df A Os
- df A Ds + a f A
f D(Ds).
where is in 9(A) and
-( in cz(X,g).
where
UI Pp end U is the domain of some chart a (U,).
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If = (,,..., ) is a vector in we let
= a(x) tf Cx) t Cx)i,j,e j ii,j
wnere
= 1 2 n If (,x) is identified with a point of T’X by (,x)
dxv, then o(P) is inveriantly defined as a section of Hom(m’E.e’F) where m : TX ÷ X
is the canonical projection. P is said to be elliptic if a(P) is an isomorphism of m’E
with m’F (in particular E and F have the same rank).
Suppose now ,< is compact, Riemannian,and oriented, then if metrics are chosen in E
ano F we can care tnc pre-hilbert space structures on FE and FF of §2.2 and complete them
to octain Hubert Spess, denoted by L2(E),L2(F),respectively, If P is en elliptic
differential operator from E to F, it defines an unbounded densely defined operator from
L2(E) to L2CF), whicu is nowever Frodhclm. along with the edjoint operator F’ from L2(F)
to L(E). P’ is thu closure of a differential operator of order m (the formal adjoint of
F) end both P and F’ uve finite—dimensional kernels contained in FE and FF respectively.
The index of P is drf-ud to be
md P dim ker P - dim ker F’.
One of the root important results of 20th century mathematics is a formula for the
mccx of P in terms of the symbol of P and the topological invariants of E, F and X. This
is tre celeorsted 4biah—Singer Index Theorem:
md P = [1)n (chLa(P)] . td[T’X])[TX]. (2.5)
Tom rigrt-hand side of this equation is built from characteristic classes. (See the
Appendix. We snail not go into details here, since in our application certain simplifi—
cations can cc mado on purely formal Urounds. See Atiyah, Eott, Patodi (1973) for details
on the Index Tncorerrj
An apprent generalization cn he made as follows. Suppose we have a sequence
E). E1, E2 Ei of vector bundles over X end first order differential operators
d FE.
- FE. , i I K-I, witn d d. = 0. Theni i tl iI i
FE0— FE2— ...
dn_1
FEK
is called an elliptic complex if
c(d0) o(d1) c(dkl)
ir’E ——÷ m E —--p — —p m * E
is an exact sequence of vector bundles on T’X\(zero section). Equivalently, if we cheese
metrics in each and consider
P F E2. + I’
io il
given by d2. + d2.i on FE2., then P should be an elliptic operator. Applying the Index
Theorem to P gives a formula for
dim Ker d. n ker dii
Using Hodge thooratic results as in §1.9, Kcr d. n kor dii is isomorphic to Cur d. Ic
H1, which we call the i-th cohoeology group of the complex (2.6). if h1 din h’ then
the Index Theorem gives a formula for
In the case of interost we shall have E. = E e L.. where E is a fixed vsctcr bunJe
1 1
over X. the L. are bundles built from T’X, and o(d.) is the identity on m’E (actinT free’
1 1
m’E a mL. to m’E a m’L. ). Then the riht-hand side of (2.1) is necesearuly a 1iner
1 11
function of ch E. For X = S4. only the components of ch E in degree 0 ane 4 can be non
zero, and so for any complex of this kind on S4 the Index formula necessarily has the term
a0chE ÷ a2ch,E
and ch0 E = rk E. Hera the numbers a0. a2 are independent of E. For u complex of
three (k = 2) we thus have
H0 - h1 + h2 = a0 ch0 + a2 ch2 E.
We will apply this formula in §4.2. For identification of the coefficients a,, a, by
direct calculation, see Atiyah jgl. (l977,b).
(2.6)
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3, Pircip BurDLEs AND CoNNEcTIoNs
3.1. A fundamental and important object of study in differential geometry is the theory
of princIpal bur4dies over a manifold having a given group C as structure group. In physics,
these bundles descrioe how the internal spaces of a system with internal syrmeetry group G
‘twist around’ at different space-time points, in much the same way that coordinate trans
formations tell us how a curved space is pieced together. The principal bundle determines
the topological structure of the gauge fields and Higgs fields of physics.
Vetherratically, the definition goes as follows: Let X be a manifold and G a Lie
group. A principal C-bundle over’ X, denoted (P,m,G), is another manifold P together with
a smooth mapping m from P nnto X with m’ : b(X)
- injectivs (in mathematical
language, m is a auameraion), and a smooth action of C on P (which we write on the right:
p’g) with thu prspur ties
(I) p’g = p implies g = I (we say the action is free),
(ii) rr(p) rr(q) if and only if q
= p’g for some g in G.
This definition may SLum somewhat technical, but its main effect is that P may be viewed as
a unIon of copies of C, one for each point of X, glued together in a smooth manner:
x
We thinr. of P as lying above X, end m es the projection of P onto X. We denote
by the set of all points of P which are mapped by m onto a single point x in X. This
is the ‘fibre’ of P over x. P and Py are disjoint for x S y and each is isomorphic
with G as a set. We do not give P the structure of a group, and the relationship between
end C is the same as that between the orthononnal bases of a vector space at a point x,
end the orthogonal group. There are precisely as many bases as elements of the group, but
no preferred way of identifying bases with group elements until we pick one basis and car,e
comparisons relative to it.
One principal 0-bundle always exists, namely the Cartesian procuct P = X x C with
m the projection onto the first component. This is celled the trivial or product bunae.
One consequence of our requirement that in be a submersion is that locally every principal
bundle looks like this. This justifies our claim that principal bundles are concerned
with global properties, that is, with topology.
Let U c X be open and (P,’rr,G) be a principal bundle over X. A section s over U
is a smooth map 5 : U • P with rr(s(x)) = x for all x in U. Thus 5 assigns to each point
in U an element of the fibre over that point. That is, it is a cross-section through trre
fibres over U, hence its nema; see the picture.
p
In the part of P lying over U we now have a basepoint s(x) in each fibre P , so P is
identified with C and m1(U) with U x C. A section thus sets up an isomrrphism between a
portion of P and the trIvial bundle. This is the reason why we view secticns cnl lccall;
the only principal bundle which admits a section defined on all of X is the trivial bundle.
Let U c X be open and suppose we have two sections s, t of P over U. Then t(x)
and s(x) lie in the same fibre P’ so by conditIon (ii) there is g(x) in C with
t(x) s(x)’gCx),
and by Ci) g(x) is uniquely determined by this equation. We thus obtain a function frmn
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U in:c 0. iscn foctions ore enown in physics as (non-abelian for general groups) gaege
rJ’o2’roions. In this context they arise as transformations which change the referance
point in a principal bundle. If we think of the principal bundle as representing bases in
some internal degree of freedom, defined over a curved space-time, then a section is a
chotee of basis at each point, and a gauge transformation arises as a change of this basis.
icot pricipo ounslac of interest may be viewed in this way.
On certain kinds of spaces all principal bundles are trivial. These are contract
ible spaces ouch _ 1n Principal bundles over spaces of the form X = lRn x Y are then
determined by thoir restriction to ‘F, since they are constant in the n directions. As
en example, conider / = 0n As we hove seen, this space can be covered by two open sets,
U,, U_, each of wricf is diffeomorphic to n Thus any principal bundle (P,m,G) has a
or U. and onotnor on U0. On the intersection UN n U5 we have two sections
and hence a gauge trorofonrietion g : U1 n U5 - 0 with
s,(x) = eJx) gix), x a U, n U5
- n-I
• 053 tunct:cn g detcrr nos P completey. n U. has tne same topology as P x S , so
toet toe topology of P is even determined by g as a function on 5nl Thus each principal
bonds (P,m,Cl on 5n associated mops of 0n1 into 0. It can be shown that P is
essentially unchanged if tnis map is deformed continuously, so that in fact it is the
ncrctcpj group
n-i )oee Husemoller [1975) for full definitions) which determines the
Olctbnct principal bndes on 5n with structure group G.
This allows us to reduce the problem of studying principal bundles with a given
structure group G on
0n
for n 3 to various special cases. For instance 7tn1(G) =
=here 0 is a covering group of 9, which means we may restrict attention to the case of 9
siply connected. F_so
n-i where K is the maximal compact subgroup of 9.
baoa we can tafre C cc—pact. Finally m (9 x C ) = ir (C ) x m (G) means we can
n-l 1 2 n—I 1 n—I w
treat each simple factor of the smply-connectsd, compact [and hence semi-simple) Lie group
n.C seperateli. bus, so far as 0ne opology ot princopal bundles on S is concerned, we
can assume 9 is sioply-connectod, ccmpuot. simple Lie group.
case in wrIch we are interested is n = 4. It iS known that ii C is compact,
slmpls. 53(6) is a single copy of the integers. It follows that each principal 6—bundle
over S4 determines an integer K, its topo1cgcai chr2e3 and this integer determines one
bundle (at least up to a notion of isomorphism which need not concern us ners), For a
general group 6, one integer will be obtained for each simple factor of its na\onsi comport
subgroup.
SU(2) has the topology of S, so the gauge transformation g is essantial a map
g S -e 5 . K is its winding number or degree. In Atiyah et al. (l97b) it is shown
that every simple group C has an SU(2) subgroup such that g is determined by its restriction
to SU(2) (at least the topology of (P,m,C) is determined), ano K is the winding number of
this map. Another way of defining K is given later.
3.2, (e come now to the definition of the main objects of interest in ‘iang-iille t5ccr,
the gauge potentials and gauge fields. The mathematical objects are kncran us connections
and curvatures, respectively. Na let (P,m,C) be a given principal bundle oser a murifcld
X. A connection A in (P,m,C) is the assignment to each local section s U -* P of an
element A of (U) a (that is, a Lie algebra-valued 1-form) such that, if t U P is
another section, related to s by t = s ‘ g with g U C the cerrespcnoirg gage trans
formation, then
—1 —1
At = g Ag + g dg
In the physics literature, usually one fixed section is considered, and so toe cepensenca cf
the gauge potential on the choice of the section is net mentioned. This can be done on
Euclidsan space n because tnere every bundle is trivial. On spaces earn 5n which
cannot be covered by a single coordinate chart, it is necessary to consider local gage
potentials and how they are related under changes of the local trivializations of the
bundles in order to take into account the global topology of the situation.
The curvotsLre or field strength F of the connection A in (P,rr,G) is the assign-cent
F of an element of 6(U) a to each local section s U - P determined by
F = dA <A , A >5 5 5 s•
The full expression of F in terms of coordinates is
(F )‘ I (A )‘ — I (A )‘ + c (A ) (A )Csv 5P jKiK 5 SV
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where are the structure constants of the Lie algebra determined by
Ct., t ] = c, t.
.3 K ja i
it should be observed how economical is the expression (3.2) compared with (3.3) in terms
of writing, and, more usefully, in terms of calculation. For it follows from d2 = 0 end
the identities (1.5) that
dF = dfA, A) = <dA, A)
- <A, dA>
= c’dA,A> = c’F,A >5 5 5 S
HF + i/k, F) = 0.
ThIs is cnowri as B=ezncAi’s Identity: it is considerably less cumbersome to establish it
thus than by using th expression (3.3).
If t : U - P is another section and t = s g with g : U + 0 a gauge transformation,
then it follows from (3.1) thot
Ft = F g.
The field intensities arm different kinds of objects from the potentials in that they do not
—1 . . . . 2nags the inhomogeneous term g dg in their transformation rule. In fact F is in 0 (X,P())
wner-m P(s) is a vector bundle associated to P. This may be described as follows: If
(P.m, Is a principal bundle over X end T : C
- End V a representation of C, there is a
vector bundle PLy) oer X with fibre V obtained from P x V as the set of equivalence
classes where (p1,v) end (p2,v) are equivalent if and only if there is g in G with
= g , v2 = T(g lv . (3.4)
if we take V with C acting by the adjoint representation, then we obtain P(s) . Sec
tions of P(s) may be duscribed as follows: According to §3.1 a section chooses a point
(x) in eacn fibre P(s) as x runs through x. Let U a X be an open set with a section
s : U ÷ P. then in the equivalence class determined by (x), x a U, there is a pair of the
form (s(x), (x)) and so we obtain a function : U ÷ . According to the equivalence
reletion (3.4), if t : U — P is a second section with t = s g. g : U C, then we must
if t = s g : U -- P is a second local section. Conversely any family of OJ -valued
p—forms satisfying (3.6) con be seen to give an element of ii1X,p1c3)).
Now we can use the connection A in P to define a covenant derivative in P).
This is the map 0 : h°(X,P()) ÷l1(X,P()) given, for any local section s : U -‘- P. by
(D) d + <A, )
This is easily seen to be a covenant derivative, and
D(IJ)
so that the curvature of 0 coincides with the curvature of A.
y a)2(,)7), we define 7,y> a oP(x,p() by
= <Se. 3>
Tnus
= g1 g (35)
Thus a section oF P(s) is, in physical terminology, a Higgs field in the adjoint repres
entation.
We can also give a description oF L2(X.P()) in terms of local sections s : U - P.
If (V,) is a chart on U then S a &5(X,P()3 is given on V by the sections S
,,
of
P(’), and by means of s : U + P these become functions S
.
: V
-
. Thus
U U
5 = 5 dxA...Adx
U1
U, 5
becomes an element of £2(U) a . Further, chasing through the identifications, we find
5 g (3.6)
Hera, for S a
3.3, Wa continue with the situation of the previous section, and suppose in addition C
is compact so that we can choose an invariant inner product on witn respect to which
the basis t. is orthonormal. Let X have a Riemannian metric g, then we can define ani
inner product in with values in )2°(Xl as follows: Consider 5, $) for
s : U + P a section. Since the inner product on is invariant we have
.
(g],
= ) S)
for any other section t : U÷ P. This means that there is a function 8j2 in 0°(X) such
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hl2 I u = (L i)
-for any section s U
- P. If X is compact and orientable, and p denotes the Riemannian
volume determined by g. wo set
Il2 f
x
If F is the curvature of a connection A in (P,m,G) we can calculate F2 in this
,ey. This is trim total curvature, or Yanp—Mills action, of the field F. If F is a
physical field F must ninmize the action. Thus the problem of classical Yang—fulls
theory is to study the minima, or morc generally, the critical points of the functional
U Fl!2 . II F112 car be formally defined when X is not compact, but then it need not be
fintte. One then nradz to assume some growth behaviour on F in order that the minimization
oroolam is well-deft--sd.
Tn trivial bundle P ,< x G has a connection A, known as the trivial connection,
with the ropsrty thCt if s(x) (x, 1) is the constant section then A = 0. Then, if
ci,) (x, g(x)) is a general section, A g dg. Such a connection is said to be pure
gmzuge. bote tnat for this connection F = 0 for all sections s. A connection A on a
bundle (P,m,G) whoss curvature F vanisnes identically is said to be flat. If X is simply—
connected this then tr-plios P is isomorphic to the trivial bundle, and A is isomorphic to
the trvtal connection. Clearly, if A is flat, II FlI 0, 50 that this gives the absolute
minirntan.
However, the oundle CP,m,G) in which the connection A is defined is part of the
irfor-ration contained in the field, narn1y the topology of the fioJ.d. This is character
ized cy discrete invariantc (in the caso X = S4 and C simple a single integer will cc), or
topological charges, er—i cannot be vdriod continuously. Connections defined on bundles
with Clfferent topological charges cannot be joined by a continuous curve of connections, so
we should consider t[ir restricted proolem of minimizing Fjj 2 amongst those connections A,
dsalrcd on a clngle, Ti/Cc, principal bundlo (P,m,G).
Te Euler-Lagrange equations of the functional Fjj2 , obtained by varying the
potential A, are
here, we extend * to bundle—valued forms, by
=
In such generality solutions of this equation are difficult to find. If, howeser, X ha
dimension 4, F ah2(x,P)], so the possIbility ariurs that *F = ±F. It this a
becomes the Bianchi Identity, and is automatically fulfilled. In fact we can write
F = F + F as in 81.9 and obtain
U F2 = U Fj2 ÷ flF 12.
Suppose we are dealing with X 54, than (P,m,C) is determined i an intelar .
which can be computed from F by the formula
8
= II FU - II FM2,
which is discussed in the Appendix. Since reversing the orientation changes the sign of
and interchanges F and F, we can restrict ourselves to a discussion of the case k a
Then
- 8 52k = 211 F112 o,
and so the theoretical absolute minimum of II F!!2 is 8 m2k and occurs only if there is a
connection A with F 0, or equivalently *F = F. Such a ccnnection is calico s-mi:.aC.
Thus for positive topological charge tho absolute minimum of 1! rI!2 is gleen by a slf-dual
connection if it exists. The same argument shows that the anti-self-dual connecticts
minimize 1 Fl!2 for K a 0.
Recalling that every simple, simply-connucted compaut Lie groap C contains Si2) Ca
a subgroup with the same topological charge, tne existence of a self-dual connaa:ccn .ith
given charge for SU(2) establishes the existence of the absolute minimum for all non-soclian
compact groups S. The first SU(2) edt-dual connection was eshloitad h delusin ctal.
(1976), end had charge K = 1. Later ‘t Hooft found a Sm-parameter family of charge x for
oach K 1, which was enlarged to a 13-parameter family for K 2, and a Sr 4-paruncter
family for K a 3 by Jackiw ct oi.(1977)
. If S is obelian, P() C X x , and the rersu
ture F of a connection in P is of the form F = dA, since P = X x C and A 01X) C
Then U*F = d(*dA), so equation (3.7) becomes
that, on an open U, we have D(=F) = 0. (3.73
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If y is not completely contained in a single open set U with a section s U F, then we
can cover y by several open sets and piece together the horizontal lifts to give a unique
curve Tin P with (O) = P e z1(x), ir (t) = y(t), for all t. That the horizontal lift
of y does not depend on the open set U or section s is a consequence of the way A trans
forms, together with the uniqueness theorem for the differential equation (3.8).
If P s m1(x) is given, we can always find a section s defined in some neighbour
hood of x with s(x I = p , so the horizontal lift of a curve with 1(C) = x can always
0 0 0 0
be made to have (O) = P for the given point P. If y(l) = ylD) = x. y is a closed loop
in X, but the horizontal lift need not be closed. It must however return to a point of
the fibre over x , so there is an element g of G with
0
cli) = (Q) g P g
Let h be the subset of 6 consisting of all the group eloments g as y varies over all
(38) closed curves beginning end ending at x. Then H is a suhgroup.cf C (in fact a Lie
subgroup), and is called the holonoimj group of the connection at
It is not hard to show that
It is left as an exercise for the reader to show that (assuming X is connected) tne holo
nomy groups H , H are conjugate for any pair of points p. p1 in P. H is not
p0 p1 p0
necessarily connected. Its idantity component is obtained by considering curves - which
may be shrunk smoothly to a point. If X is simply-connected this is always possible and
hence H is connected in this case,
p0
3,5, Let (P,m,G) be a principal bundle over X and H a closed subgroup of 6. The
principal bundle is said to be reducible to H if there is o submonifold Q c P such that
(Q,rrjQ,H) is a principal bundle over X. If A is a connection on P and (Q,rrlQ,H) is a
reduction of (P,rr,G), we say the connection A reduces to (Q.rrIQ,H) if, for local sections
s U -* i, A is an . -valued 1-form, where v c is the Lie algebra of H.
The holoriomy reduction theoron says that a connection A and the principal Oundle
(P,m,G) on which it is defined can always be reduced to the holonomy group H . In this
Pa
case Q consists of all points p in P which can be joined to p0 by some horizontal lift
6 dA = C.
which implies
dA = C,
and thus F = C. Hence the only solution of equation (3.7) when C is abelian is the flat
solution.
3,14, A connection A in a prtncipal bundle (P,m,G) defines a notion of parallel trans—
lation bstween fibres of m. To describe this we need some more notation. A curve y(t)
in X is a smooth map of en interval of P into X. In coordinates it is given by x(t)
with parameter t in P . Let y be a curve in X with yb) = x, and U be a neighbourhood of
. with a section s U -‘- P. We let Alt) = (A ) (‘(It)) _L.L with respect to any
o sp dt
coordinate neighbournood containing yIn. The curve A(t) in is independent of the
coorainotes chosun. Let g(t) be a curve in 6 satisfying
sit)
+ Alt) gbt) = 0, gIC) = 1.
:t can be shown that this equation always has a unique solution with given initial value.
Then we ray define
= s(y(t)) . gbt).
It follows that n(t)) = y(t). If p = sIx), then (0)
=
p. We say ‘ is the
horizontal lift of y(t) starting at p e
P
cZEZZZZE
—1H g H g.g p0
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3.6. If the curva:jrs F vanishes, it follows from the Ambrose-Singer theorem that
ç = C, and if X is simply-connected H = {i}. Then 9 consists of a single element
20
from each fiore, and so is the imags of a global sectian s : X - P and since takes its
jaluet in we hv A - 0. If t U
- P is any local section we have t s g on
At g dg. (3.9)
one ienlzr,tng of the curvature of the connection implies that the connection forms At
are a pure gauge (soc i3.3).
3,7, Let (P,s,G) be a principal bundle over A with connection A and T G - End V a
representation of C; then there is a covenant derivative 0 acting on sections of Ply) to
poctuce elements of CiPCV)). If y it a zection of P(V) it is said to be covarianv
corus;z; if 09 = 0. In coordinates this means
+ T(CA ) ) ) = 0
p 3 59 5
for a emotion U P (9 is defined in the same way as for the adjoint representation)
If i(t) is a curve, given in coordinates by x9(t), we have
(y(t)) + T((A) dx9(t) =
T(g(ti 1) (y(tJ) = 0,
wnere glti satisfies (3.6). Integrating, we obtain
= T(g(t)) ply(Q)). (3.i0)
This meant tnut a cojanint conutant soction (i is determined by its value at one point
say, and for every closed curve y at x we have
of a curve
“
wIth -((Ci = 7r(p), y(i) =
If C = H the connection is said to be erreduoible. Let R. be the LieP0
0
elgeora of the holonomj group H . Then a is given by the Ambrose-Singer theoremp0 p0
in terms of the curvature. The precise statement may be found in Ambrose 9 Singer (1953),
end e statement in lctt coordinates in Loot (1967). For the general theory of connections
see Kobayeshi 6 Nomizi (1963).
i Cx ) = T(g ) p Cx ).
S 0 1 5 0
Conversely, if we have a vector v in V with
v = T(g) v (3.1)
for all g in H , there is a unique covenant constant section , with iCx ) = V
H
by (3.iO). Let Vo denote all v in V satisfying (3.ii) for all g in H . In the
H
case where V = and T is the adjoins representation, o consists of all alenonts cf
the Lie algebra of C which comute with elements of H (or ,, if H is ccmnso:ez).
p0 P0 P5
and hence
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14, THE NODULI OF SELF—DUAL CONNEcTIoNs
14,1. Let (P,w,G) be a principal bundle over X. An automorphism of the bundle is a
diffecrorphism t : P P such that
ii) iT = 5;
(ii) r(p g) = t(p) g, for all p e P. g a 0.
(iJ neens that r maps each fibre to itself, and (ii) that it commutes with the action of C
on each fibre. We let
-j. be the group of all automorphisms of the bundle P. Lat A ba
a connection on P end a U + P be a local section. Then t s is also a local section
end we ma] define
(r*A1
= A
a r=a
We leave it to the reader to check that T’A is again a connection in P.
If t is In
-,
and p in P then
-rip) iS in the same fibre as p by ii), so there is
in C With
rip)
=
p • g(p).
g P - C.
ano frore (ii) it follos that
g(p ‘ g) grg(p) g , for all p a P. g a C.
Conversely, given a znooth map g ; P -‘- C satisfying 14.2), then (4.1) defines an eutomor
phism
-r of P. Note teat it s)(x) = -r(s(x)) = six) ‘ g(s(x)), and thus
—1
—-1it A) = (g 5) A g S + (g s) d(g a).6 t S t t T
Hence tA is obtained from A by gauge transformations, and for physical purposes t*A and A
nay be identified,
We let .Ar denote the space of all connoctions in P. and we let
€j act on .A01, by
A = Cr
then the space of omits -P \.4
-
represents the set of gauge inequivalent connec
tions on P.
Now suppose / Is four-dimensional, Riemannian, and oriented, then those connections
With self-dual curvature form a subset of which is invariant under , and we
ThIs defines a mootI map
(4.1)
(4.2)
denote the set of orbits in by is the moduli space of self-dual connec
tions on P. If X is S4 and C simple (which we assume from now on), then P is cetermined
by an integer k 5 0. and we denote .& by k and so on.
It is not hard to see that A and -rA have conjugate holonomy groups, so that it
makes sense to speak of the irreducible elements of LAtk which form a suoset 1fr7k.
Theorem (Atiyah etal., 1977b) . is a manifold of dimension a0k - dim C where aC is
an integer determined by the root structure of , for k sufficiently large.
For C = SU(2), aG = 8, and for a complete list and more details, see Atiyah etal.
(1977b). The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a sketch of the proof of this
theorem.
4.2, Let A, A’ be two connections in (P,m,G). For each local section s U - P. the
difference
a A’-A
5 5 5
is en element of (I’lL) a . If t = s ‘ g is a second section,
—1 —1 —1 —1
at = At - At = g Ag + g dg - g Ag + g dg)
= g1ag.
Thus the difference of two connections defines an element ofS1(X,P()). Put differently,
fixing one connection A in P. every other connection has the form A a witn a in
Hence sets .4 and (I(X,P()) are bijective. A straightforward calculation
shows that if F is the curvature of A then A + a has curvature
F + Ca + <s, a
where 0 is the covariant exterior derivative determined by A. If A is self-dual, then
A + a is also self-dual, if and only if
(Dc) + i<a. e = 0. (4.3)
Let Da (Da) , than 0 is the differential oporator from T*X a P(s) to A2TX a
(4.3) is a nonlinear differential equation whose solutions are the points of , and
want to find the solutions of (4.3) up to bundla automorphsms.
The idea is to linoorie tho problem oround a given solution, solve the lincori:rJ
problem, and then use techniques of deformation theory to deduce the corresponding solution
to the nonlinear problem.
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Let A + a(t) be a curve of connections
to this curve is given by a’(O) a
F + Dalt) + <alt), alt)
ens this is self—duel if
0 alt) + <alt), alt)> — 0.
Differentiating and putting t equal to 0, we obtain
0 a’ (0) 0
Tu+ the tangents to curios which are equivalent to A by bundle automorphisme are the Thus for 0 = SU(2)
through A. Then aID) = 0, end the tangent
: o°x,PI +
The curvature of A + alt) is It follows that, formally, the space of tangents to J7 at the orbit of A is tee cchorsol
;s
ogy group H1 of the complex
0 0
Q°(X,P()) +1(X,P()) +
0 •‘
This complex is elliptic, so the Index Theorem of Chapter 2 gives a formula for h — h + n’.
If we can calculate h° and h2, we will know how large h1 is.
Now the vector bundles B. have the form B a L. with L trivial. L1 T’X.
1 1 0
as the linearized condition for self-duality. Thus the space of tangents to curves of L2 = A2T’X, and B = P(L Thus the topological formula for the index is linear in csF1)
sel--duel connections coincides with tho kernel of the linoar differential operator
end hence
0 : D1(X,PlJ) -02(X,Pl)). h° - h1 h2 = ak b dimV
We want to knew which connections are obtained from A by bundle automorphisms. because (as we see from the Appendix) ch7PI) is proportional to K. ond zhP)l iS aiaa)S
Zpposc t is a curve rf tiundle automrirphlzrns, with -r tho identity. This corresponds the rank of the bundle, in this cuss dim
w5th a curve of maps g of P to 0 satisfying If we take k 0, we have F = 0 the bundle P(s) is trivial, isomcrphic to KTt
0 0
-1 and so H = H IS4) e H1 = H1(S4) e . H2 a H2(S4) a . But h1(S4) H(S4) 3,g(p . g) = g g(p) g for all p a P. g a C.
end HO(S4) = . Thus h° = dims , h1 = h2 = 0 in this case. Thue b 1.
Tha tangent to tnis curie at 0 will be a map : P - satisfying Consider H° fork > 0. This is the kernel of 0 : 3°(X,Pl) 01\P() =ich
(p g) = g1 ip) g for all p a P. g a C. was shown in Chapter 3 to be isomorphic to the dinension of the centralizer of tne nolonc
If we put group. If A is irreducible then H° = 0. In Atiyah etal.(l977b), Bernard etul. (19),
s and Schwarz (1977) it is shown that H2 can be identified with the kernel of an operotcr
we see that 0 defines a Higgs field: a 0°(X,P()). Further, if the form + R/3 where S is the Laplace operator on a suitable bundle, ard P is the Ccolr
A + alt)
=
tA
curvature of S4. Since R = 12 > 0, 5 + /3 has no kernel, so h’ 0 for all groups
then
eli k > 0. Hence, if A is irreducible, we have
alt) = Ig s)1A s) + (g s)1d g h1 - ok - dimS 1 1t t t
For G = SL)(2) and k = 1, it is shown in Atiyah etel. (l977b) that the space j 1 ‘‘for local sections s : U + P. Differentiating with respect to t, and putting t 0, we
is hyperbolic 5-space, sofind
a’(D) = —[cu A ] + dO , 5 — al — 3,
5 5
oror
=
is-ages of h 8K—3.
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There is a similar rszult for each simple group, given in the references cited above.
143, In order to show that (for S = SU(2)) actually has dimension Bk
- 3, it is
necessary to show that every element of H1 is actually the tangent to some curve of
solutions of the non-1inar equation (4.3) and that (at least locally) 8k
- 3 perometer
families exist with no equivalences amongst them, by means of bundle automorphisms. In
Atijah stal. (l977b) techniques of deformation theory, first developed by Kuranishi (1965),
are .sed to establIsh this, and to show that is a Hausdorff manifold for all k and all
C. For a given C, these authors also determine which values of k have J’l 0.
5. THE CoNsTRuCTIoN OF SELF—DUAL CONNECTIONS
5.1. We know from the main result of Chapter 4 that the dimension of the rnoduii space of
self—dual SU(2) connections on 4 of charge k is 8k - 3. However, the largest farnil of
solutions constructed by means of an ansatz is that of Jackiw etal. (1977) of dimension
5k + 4. The first step in finding a construction for all self-dual SJ(2) connections wss
taken by Atiyah g Ward (1977), who used the twistor transform of Penrose (1577) to trans
late the problem into one of algebraic geometry.
Atiyah, Hitchin, Manin I Drinfeld (1978) were able to apply the results of Horrccxs
(1964) and Barth I Hulek (19781 to give a construction of all solutions. it is not
possible in this Communication to cover all the material necessary for a full treatment of
their results. In this final Chapter we shall sketch some of the main steps involved.
The theory of complex manifolds, sheaves, and algebraic geomotry needed for a proper under
standing of the proofs may be found In Morrow I Kodsira (197l).Wslls (1977). Chern (1957).
Griffiths I Adams (1974) and Hartshorna (1977).
n -5.2. IT, instead of taking as the image space for 000rcinata maps as e dd
Chapter 1, we take n and wa require the transition maps between different cnarts to be
holomorphac (that is, expandable in convergent power series about every point where they
are defined), then we obtain the notion of an n-dimensional complex ;sld. The most
elementary example is n itself.
A family of complex manifolds of especial interest for us is the family of pr3,er—
tiVe spaces pn(g) n = 1, 2, 3 Pn(E) is the space of complex one-oimensional sub—
spaces (or Unesl in )(n÷1, If z is a non-zero vector in we let (z] denote the line
which it spans:
(z] = {cz n+1 c € c}
Letz= (z z) and
0 n
{ Cm] € pn(g) z
Than U U are open subsets of PtE) which form a covering. We define
o n
1 1
by
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= (z/z.,..., z1/z.. z.1/z.,. ., z/z.)
and obtain a family {(U., cj}n of charts on pj which, as the reader may check, forms
i=O
an etlas for Pn(Tl so a complex manifold.
P1(3) is known as the complex projective line, or Riemann sphere. It has the
topology of P (3) is the space of lines in 2 If V c n+1 is any two-dimensional
n+1 - n
suspace, those lines on 3 which actually lie in V form a subset L or p (3) wnich is
1, n 3
cleory iosmorpnlc to P i3). L ..s sd to be a (projective) line in P Cl). P Cl) con
tains a special family of lines parametrized by S4 which is the basis for the results of
ktiyen t Ward (1977) . This is most easily described in terms of the quatarnions II
The quctarnons are a non-commutative algebra spanned by an identity 1, and three
enti—comting elements i, j, k with
= k2 = -1, ij=k.
4 quaternion q is a linear combination
1 2. 3 4
q = q 1 + q i + q j ÷ q k.
o=c nay cc written
1 2... 3 4
q = (q 1 + q ii + j(q 1 — q i).
If we identify the q..aternions of the form
1 2
qi + qi
with the corresponding elements of tho complex numbers I, than any quaternion q determines
two complex numbers z1, z2 by
q
=
+ jz2
- 2 4
and a pair or quatarniuns (q1, q2) in ]-1 determines a point z2, z3, z4) in I by
q1Z+3Z2, q2z3+jz4
A line Czl in determines a subset
((q1c, q2 c 2 j c c
in 2 which can clearly be identified with Cz], where q1, q2 are determined by (5.1). The
is a quaternionic line in
2
and the set of all these lines is denoted cy P11,). ac
thus have a map
- P(l1
which sends any complex line in to tne corresponding qusternionic line in
Let c in IF) be written
c c1 + jc2
with c1, c2 in 5, and consider
(q1c, q2c) = (z1c - 52c + j(z2c1 21c),z3 — 3,c., jCz4c1 E3c)).
As c varies we obtain all linear combinations of
(z1, z. z4), — 3).
These two vectors are always linearly independent and hence define a plane in C, or
equivalently a line in P3(l). Thus the fibres of the map m (sea 15.3)) are lines in
3 1 4P (1). If we can demonstrate that p (1-1) S . thence have the cesired fiboring,
is the unit sphere in We may identify with IF) x l cc that
4 2S = {(q,r) a 1-1 x jqj r = i}
Then if q1, q2J denotes a quaternionic line in
1,2
we map it to
— 2/ 2q1q q1 - q.,
€ FIxE.
1q2 + q2j jq1 +
This is clearly in S4, and gives the equivalence of p1(1,) with S4.
The open set UN (see §1.2) corresponos with the sat of pairs [q1. qJ witn q., 3.
This may be mapped to Fl by
Eq1, q2] + 2q1q
end this coincides with the coordinate map when we identify IF) with 1,” Sini)arl
U3 corresponds with q1 0 and with
[q1, q2] 2qq1
If is a form on S4 we can pull it back ((1.7) to P3(l) by means of thL map 0,
regarding P3(l) as a C -manifold of six dimensions. We shall see end effect this rae
2-forms. Let be a 2-form. and U4 c P3(l) the open sot defined in (5.3. Then
(5.1)
{(q1c, q2c) e IF12 c
€
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Then,on U4, m’5 can be written
=
v
(c’ d A de6 + -- ---- d A dg3 + C A dg) (54)
pvlJ
livIt is straightforward to calculate that C__ is anti—self-dual in its p—v indices, so that,
ii
5 = •5, the first and last surn’sations in (5.4) both vanish. This means that the pull
back of a self-dual 2-form to P3(t) involves only pairs of differentials of the type
A og”. Such a form is said to be of type (1,1) and this property is independent of
the coordinates used.
further in a general setting. Thus let X be a complex n-dimensional manifold, end (U.)
be a chart on X Let
(x) (z1x) ‘°(x)) e
I ndefine coordinate functions z z Then
1 1 n n(Rez,Imz Rez,Imz)
define real C coordinates on U giving a 2n-dimensional C chart on X. It is easily
checked that if we start with a complex n—dimensional atlas we are led to a 2n—dimensional
oriented differentlablo atlas.
(5.3) Instead of using the real and imaginary parts of z, it is possible to use and
The differentials
1 1 n ndz , dz dz , dz (0.5)
are linearly independent on U (considered as a C manifold) and so any smooth form S may be
expressed in terms of them. Any product of the differentials (5.5) can be written in tne
order
dz. dz. A dl dl. (6.6)i1A ... A i j1A ... A
with i1 < i2 < .. . < i and < J. A sum of products of differentials
involving p unbarred and q barred differentials as in (5.6) i5 said to be of type (p.q).
An m form 5 can be written as a sum (in a unique fashion)
o 1
with S of type (p m p) and this decomposition is indepe9dent of the (complex) ,oordinat’s
used. The forms of type (p,q) form a vector space and thore is a direct sum deccc
position
6 o,m + 1,m-1 + ... + 12 m,o
If f is a smooth function on X, df is a 1-form and therefore is a sun’ of forms of
type (1,0) and (0.1). The part of df of type (1.0) is danotod by If and the part of type
(0,1) is denoted by §f. The coefficient of dl’ in f is written 1f/1i, and it is easily
n(U4) c UN . Put x = 2q1q and
Ci = zi/z4 c2 = Z2/Z4 C3 = Z3/Z4
x 2(g1 + jC2)(C3 +
then
and hence
so that
1 2 2(c1Z3 + C2)
x °xi=
I + 1C32
= Cll * C1t3
+ C +
1 +
5,3, The notion of type for C differential forms on a complex manifold, which we ret at
the end of §5.2, is basic in the study of the differential geometry of these manifolds, end
before proceeding with the construction of self-dual connections we shall investigate it
2(g3
—
x -xi=
1 + c312
-i (g1
- g13 +
-
C2)
1 +
4 i (C23 — 2C3 - C1 + c1)
= 1 +
p
ox ox Ix
3 CC3 C23 - c1 -
x
1
Let us define
p
2C
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using an obvious notation. The curvature (2 of 0 splits into a sum of three termsSean that
= ç +c ÷olf= 0 i 2
of types (2,0), (1,1) and (0,2) respectively. It is easy to check thatexpresses the Cauchj-Riemann equations in an invariant manner.
0(0’s) = (2 5 slo generally, if 8 is in 0pq then d is in (2=1 + 0p,q+1 Ths part of d in 2
- I - for any a in 22°(E), so that (2 has no cumponent of type (0.2) if and only if (Z) = C.is denoteS sy 28 and the part in 0p,q by 28. This defines operators 2 and 2
Now 0” may be seen to satisfy the identitywith properties similar to those of d:
m
-
—
— Q”( A y) (28) A + (—1) A D”y22 22
= 0 , 22 + = 0
-
- m — for in (2m(X) and y in ()P(6 Let (s N2 be a local frame for 6 and define a..2( A y) = 28 A y + (—1) 8 A
byIf 3 is sr n-form.
- 0”s =e.1 5s.;oerctor I gives rite to cotblexes
ç m,i ( m,n then is of type (0,1) and
0(0’s 2 = (Ia. a. A a 2 ascelled the Dolbeault cenpiexes, and their cohomology groups are the Dolbecult cohomoloD-y 1 i k ik kj
tropo of 7. 1 suticfes the Dolbeault lemma: if 23 = 0 then on a neighbourhood of any Thus (22 vanishes provided
glien point 8 ly for some y.
°ik a,1 = 0,kIf 6 is a C jnntor bndie over the complex manifold 7, it is said to cc a holo
and this is the integrability condition for the equations
‘norpnio vector bundle if 6 is a complex manifold, and each point of X hos a neighbourhood
= 0U Such that there is a holcnorphic map
K
u
to have a solution lying in GL(N,6) in a neighbourhood of an arbitrary point; see ije’his
scion Is a diffeocorphicci, end linear on each fibre. If E is a holomorphic vector bundle, & Woolf (1963). If we define
a suction o of 6 on a pen set U is called holomorphic if it is a holomorphic map from U to
t = g -I ii 1E. The notIons of nolomorphic local frames and transition functions may be defined in the
thensane rranner as for C bundles.
D”t. = (2g. - + a g Is. = 0.If 6 is a C vector oundle over 7 and it has a collection of C local frames such ij is Kj i
that the transition functions are holoocrphic, there is a unique holomorphic structure on 6
and hence we see that the vanishing of 2 is necessary and sufficient for the e\iatCncC
such tnet the given local francs are colorcorphic.
local frames (t tN) satisfying
If 6 is a C vector bundle over X, the bundle-valued forms on X have a decomposition
D’t1 = o.
into type, and a connection in E docomposes into a sum of two operators hence 2 = implies the existence of a unique holomorphic structure in 6 such that a
Ii U’ + 0”
section s of 6 is holomorphic if and only if
D’s = 0.
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Conversely, if S is holomorpnic and in addition has a C Hermitian structure, there is a
uniq.e metric connection 0 such that D’s = 0 for any holomorphic section s. We cell this
the canonical connection of S.
2From 02 = 0 it aiso foliows that (0 ) = 0, so that
(57)
is a complex. The cohomology groups H(E) of this complex are very important invarients
of the bundle E, and are called the Dolbeault cohomology groups of E.
On Pt) it rrafres invariant sense to speak of algebraic vector bundles. These
admtt traosition functIons which arm rational functions of the coordinates z.. A theorem
of Serre (1956) says that any holomorphic vector bundle on P3(9.l is algebraic. (Serre’s
theorem is much more general than this.) This means that the methods of algebraic geometry
me] be used to stud/ holomorphic vector bundles. The cohomology groups of an algebraic
vector bundle defined by algebraic methods are isomorphic to the Dolbeault cohomology
grcvps defIned above when the bundle is regarded as a holomorphic vector bundle. See
Griffitns & Adams (1974) for a nice treatment of the relationships between holomorphic and
algebraic structures.
5.LL The following application of the results of the previous section is due to Atiyah S
Ward (1977); see also Atiyah eta). (1977b).
If S is a C Hermitian vector bundle over 4 with a self-dual metric connection 0
having self-dual curvature F, the pull-back E = m’ has the pulled-back connection 0 = m’D
whose curvature (2 = s’S is of type (1,1). Thus (2 has no component of type (0,2) and hence
the 10,11 part 0’ of 0 satisfies (0,12 = 0, and S has the structure of a holomorphic vector
bundle whose holomorphic sections on an open set U are the solutions s of
D’s 0.
Conversely, one may ask which Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles on P3(g) arise
in this way? These are determined by two extra pieces of information. Firstly, if
S = m’ as aoove, then 0 is flat when restricted to the fibres of s. The fibres are
oimplj-connected, so C is trivialized on each fibra by covenant constant (and hence holo—
morphic) sections, Thus S is holomorphically trivial on each fibre.
Let o P3(i) -- P3(9.) be defined as follows: If [z] i5 in P3(C) it determines (p
2
to multiplication by complex scalars on the right) a pair (q1,2l in 1-1 . We let o[z] be
determined by (q13, q2jl. That is, if a[z] = [z’], then
—cC2, z = cC1, z = -cC4. z,, cl3
for some c in 9. Ez] and oEz] lie in the same fibre of m, and the fibre of s through Ez]
is the line spanned by Ez] and aEz]. Since 0 is flat when restricted to a fibre, there is
a map S from E[] to E[] defined by parallel translation within the fibre. Define
S -‘ 5’ (5’ is the dual bundle of El by
.Tv. w> (w. OvI
oEz]
for v in E9j , w in E9. t is entilineer, end determines an isomorphism of o’E with
5’. This isomorphism r of a’E with 5’ is the second piece of information required see
Atiyeh etal. (l977b1 for details.
5,5, Hartshorne (1978) used the work of Atiyeh S Ward (1977) and results from algebraic
geometry to study the moduli spaces for small values of the charge. For k 1 and C he
showed the moduli spaces were connected and gave explicit geometric descriptions.
Later Atiyeh, Hitchin, Orinfeld S (lenin (1978) utilised the work of barracks (1964)
end Sarth S Hulek (1978) to give a simple algebraic construction of self-cud ccnnectioss,
end it is this construction which we shell describe in this final section.
There is a natural holomorphic line bundle H’ on P3(I) whose fbrm at a point Es]
is the 1-dimensional vector space spanned by z. The dual line-bundle H may be character
ized, up to isoeorphiem, by dim H°(Hl = 4. Let Ht denote H tensor-ad with itself 9. times
(if 9. > Ol,or H tensored with itself -2 times (if 2, 0). Than the vector space
H1(E(t)) as a module for the algebra H°(H9.) determines S up to isomorphiv’o, w’ere
5(9.1 denotes S a H9.. Earth & Hulek showed that ifh1(E(-2)l 0. and if E restricted to
some line in P3(i) is holomorphically trivial, then this module is especially simple snc is
determined by the action on H1(E(-1)l.
The main observation of Atiyah eta). (1978) is that H1(E(-D)) ‘ 0 for instanton
bundles, and E is trivial on the fibres of it, which are lines, so that the inetanton bundles
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are described by the Sarth Hulek rosult. A proof that H1(E(-2)) 0 using the complex (jj A(z)TJ A(z) = 0 • for all z;
(5.7) may be found in Rawnsloy (1978a). The method of this proof is to show that if (ii) = A(jz) , for all 0; (5.8)
Ds C with a in (201)E(_2)J then a = (sJ where i is an explicitly (iii) rank A(z) K , for all z 0.
constructed map. Further
Here
0’(s) = 7t((DD + R/S)s) 0 5 —z / 0
wherm 5 is e certain form in 0°’2(H). Then H1(E(—2)) becomes identical with the kernel . Z1 / =2
=
_ f
of 2’C ÷ R/B on E. Since O’D is non-negative and the scaler curvature R of ths standard /
4
on S is positive, it follows that O’D + R/6 is positive-definite, end so hea no
If we write
rernel, and hence H Er-2)3 = 0.
“ B. \
For slmpl±city we shall give the construction for rank two vector bundles, which
A
= ( i = 1 — 3 4
correspond with SU(2i Instantons. Let W denote the dual of H1(E(-1)) and V denote i /
e hi whore nots the holmror’pnlc cotangent bundle of P(C). Then dim W = K and where B., C. are K x (K÷1) matriceo, than (5.0 ii) implies A2 = JA,, JS, or
= 2’. 2. ftoranjer E B’ (cecause c (E) c (Si = 0 implies A2E is trivial, and1 1 82=L. C2=-o1, B4=. C=-o3.
exterior rultipilcatlon B x B -‘ A28 sets up the isomorphism), and this gives a bilinear
2k+2 k÷1Let us identify I with 1-i by means of the map
on V whlcn Is sympluctic. Tho isomorphlom oE B’ gives a conjugation t on V
__
S+1
cucn Snot t2 = -1 er y ) + jy x,y a C
rw / , v, w a V . . . . . .end similarly identify K x (2k=e) complex matrices with K x Lk1) q.atcrn1en nariOes:
defines a positive-defInite inner product on V. Choosing a basis for V which is simulten A(z) becomes
eously sjnplmctic and orthonormal, we may assume V = t22, and
z18 + z28 + z3B z8 + j(z1C + z2C, + z3C +
7 i, w;’ _vTjw, tw = J , v, w
=
(BI + jC1)(z jz2) + (83 + jC3Hc jzj,
where
0 -1
= R1q + R2q
(+1 ) with
in terms of (k÷1) x r÷ij blocks, and vT denotes the transpose of the column v.. q1 = z1 + jz2, q2 = + 34 R1 81 + jC1 , R2 03 + jC.,
The module ctructure is described by a family Thus the quetarnionic family R(q) = R1q + R5q2 q 2 determine2 the bundle B. Rre
4
4 over the conditions (5.8) may be combined into the quaternionic forteA(z) = z. A. , z a C
1=1 R(q)’ R(q) a GL(k,E), for oh q a ld, p 5.
of a x (2r+2) matricec which must satisfy The theory of Berth Hulek also indicates, in terms of thu family A(s). when twO
bundles are isomorphic. Namely. A(z) end A’(z) coma from isomorpnic bundles if end onl
if there is T in GL(k,P ) and S in Sp(2K+2) such that
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A’(z) = S A(z) T , for all z e (5.10)
Thus the moduli space may be described as the set of families A(z) modulo the equivalence
relation determined by (5.10). Identifying Sp(2k+2) as the (quaternionic) unitary group
k 1,
thi3 modu1 zpace is the sere us the space of families 0(q) satisfying (5.9).
where two families 0(q), R’(q) are equivalent if
R’(qJ = 5 0(q) T (5.11)
with T in GL(k,P), S in Sp(2k+2).
The bundle S may be constructed from A(z) (see Atiyah etal. (1978)), and then
and 0 are obtained by reversing the construction of Atiyah I Ward. Instead of this it is
possible to construct the SU(2) connection from 0(q) directly, utilising the isomorphism
s4 P1(]-l. If [q1,2] is in 4, let
P[qq] = {v c }K+1 0(q)’ v 0, v’v 1; (q1,2) q}
Then P is a principal SU(2) bundle where we identify SU(2) with the group of unit quater—
nions ({u 1-1 u’u = 1}). and SU(2l acts on P by
v’u vu , v e P, u e SUIL2).
P is clearly a subset of S4 x {v e 1 v’v = i}, and inherits a connection from the
trivial connection in this product bundle,
Within the equivalence class determined by (5.11) there is a subset with R1 of the
form
If x is a point of UN with (x X) invertible, it follows we have a local section s of P
given by
+ X)1
.c) (1 + + X)1(x + X)1
then
A s’ds
gives the gauge potential where s is defined Put
v(x) (x X) 1
so that
—2
c = I +vv.
which is a rational function of x.
Further details of this quaternionic description
Rawnsley (l978b3, Corrigan, Fairlie, Templeton F. Goddard
Stanton (19781.
Let
f1k
R
IN
where X is k x k and y is 1 x k. Put x q12 (x is defined on UN) then, for
[q1,o2] — Cx,1] in UN
Pqqj c FR I Cx + Xl’ V + y’w = 0, v e f, w e 1-}
A = v’dv - dv’v
2(1 + vv)
then
of instantons may be fcund in
(1978), and Christ. Weinberg F.
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APPENDIX: CHARAcTERIsTIc CLASSES AND CHERN—WEIL THEORY
A,].. Let 0 be a reductive Lie group and its Lie algebra with a non-singular
invariant bilinear form (•,•). A function Q : -* P is a potynorrrzal if, with respect
to any basis of Q is a polynomial function of the coordinates. Such a polynomial is
iornzo if
0(g X g1) = Q(X) for all X e , g e 0. (A.1)
Let I) denote the ring of invariant polynomials, end I() the subset of elements of
degree a, K = 0, 1,..,
tiien a sr-ootr function 0 - P , we define 0’ by
(Q’(X), Y) Q(X + t
Frco (A.1) it follows at once that if C is in I(s)
Q’(g / g) = Q’(X)g1 (A.2)
cIsc a chucn rule: if X depends on a parameter s, say, then
= (0’(X(s)), X’(s)). (A.3)
Differontieting again we may define QHX) as a linear map from to itself by
Tnan
L”(/) Y = 0’(X + •t L=0 (A.4)
Q’(X(s)J Q”(X(s)) X’(e) . (A.5)
Applying (A.S) to /C-u) e,p s V / C,j -u V when is in I(s), and setting e equal to 0,
we get
Putting / V gives
0”(XH[Y,XJi = CV, Q’(X)]. (A.6)
CX, OCX)] = 0. (A.!)
Clearly tnese results are still true if we tensor with any commutative P-algebra, and
in particular we ma] H-a the algebru 0(/) of forms of even degree on a manifold. If
F 5(/j 0 unrJ a
1k(),
shun OH a d1’(X) and the chain rub (A.l) becomes
d 0(F) = (Q’(F), dF).
o o.jU = ([Q’IF),F]. A),
whicn vaniones by (A.7) . Thus 0A is a closed form, and so cafines a cc-ilemelcH cHas in
hlK(X)
Suppose we have two connections A, A’ in P, ono A’ = A + a wion a in S.X,F().
Do fine
At
= A + t a,
so At is a curve of connections joining A to A’, end let At hase curvature Ft. As in
where F is the curvature of A. Hence
F = F + t Da + — ça,a >
dFt
= Se + ta,e>
= D
a
where D is the covariant exterior aerivative defined by At.
Then for any Q in 1k()
1
- QA)jU = 0A utju
= f.Q(Ft) dt
= I (0’)FH, D a) dt,
Also 0(F) e gD(K_l)(X) ®
A.2. Let (P,m,G) be a principal 0-bundle over a manifold X, and A a connection in P.
Far each section s : U -e p, U open in X. we hase F
€
C22(U) C , and hence each C e
determines Q(F) a 02kuj Then the invariance of Q implies
= Q(F,)
if t = eg with g : U 0. Thus Q(F) is the restriction to LI of a g)oboll, invuriunH\
Oefined 2K-form which we denote by 0A (A.8) implies
d (C’(F). d F)
By Bienchi’s identity d F = - <A.F) , and by the invariance of the inner prcuust. we
obtain
(A.8)
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On the other hano where
t t t t =d(Q’(F ), a ) = (D Q(Ft), a ) + [9’(F ), U a ) 2 0
5 S 3 5 5. S
and
(Q(Ft) D Ft, a) + (Q(Ft), U a), F
=
F dx A dx’
end the first teise on the right-hand side is zero from Bianchi’s identity. Thus
IF, instead, we define
-
= d f (Q,(Ft) a) dt. ch(X) Tr Cexp X/2mi].
Again, (0Ft), a) is independent oF s, end so is globally dsfinsd3 and hence we have we obtain ch(P) a H(X) (which is actually a polynomial when applied to a form, since
obtained a form 9AA’ with U(X) = U for p > dim X). ch(P) is the them character of P; chRIP) is the component in
- 0A = d AA’
, degree 2K and is given by
Hence the class [Q] is independent of our choice of connection in (P,m,G). We thus have
chk(X) =
-_
Tm
a map
end in particular
I(s) -+ H(X)
ch (X) =
0
associated to (P,z,G) given by
For further details see Greub, Halperin & Vanstone (1972). and Dupont 11978).
for any connection A in P. is the charm—Wail homomorphism, and its image is the
characerictic ring of (P,m,G). The classes q(Q) are celled characteristic classes, and
their values on cycles in X are characteristic numbers.
A.3. Let C be a group of n x n matrices and define ck 1Kg) by
Det + 1n-K c (X)
L OTiJ k=O K
We put
cK(P) = CP(cK) K = 1, 2
and cell cK(P) the k—th chern class of P. For G = SU(2), c1(X) = TrEX/2mi] = 0, by
dofinitton, so c (P) 0, whilst c (/) = TrEX2]. On S4 we then obtain the second1 2
them number
c,JP) =_— f Tr[F AF]
8ir2 4 5
= i_ f Tr [FF]
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